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FORWARD

"Culture operates at many levels and how we do things
around here is the surface level. 

 
I like to think of culture to be like the lily pond. On the

surface you’ve got leaves and flowers and things that are
very visible; a visitor would see them.

 
That’s the ‘how we do things around here;’ 

but the explanation of why we do things in that way
forces you to look at the root system, what’s feeding it

and the history of the pond, who planted what. 
 

If you don’t dig down into the reasons for why we do
things this way you’ve only looked at the culture at a very

superficial level and you haven’t really understood it."

— Edgar Schein, Author and Professor Emeritus,
MIT Sloan School of Management
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HOW TO USE THIS PLAYBOOK

describe your existing culture
address gaps between your current culture and the culture you intend to create
define awareness, behaviors, and steps required to get there, and 
achieve your vision 

A clear understanding of your current and desired culture – the behaviors, beliefs, drivers, and
values of your employees – is a critical step toward creating your organization’s future and
ensuring success. Your initial diagnostic assessment—your ‘discovery’ process—provides the
fuel for your communications planning and storytelling. 

To support your change initiative, this communications playbook is designed to help you:

What’s inside

This playbook includes sample narratives to illustrate how the information from your discovery
process can be used, and how to potentially frame your communications for maximum impact.
The samples are meant to guide your thinking; tailor these messages based on your
audience(s) preferences and needs, and organizational communication styles and objectives,
using your existing tools (e.g., email, Teams, Google, Slack, Yammer, etc.). 

Next, you’ll find an outline that includes substantial lists of questions and potential steps
intended to support you through your communications process, clarify where you are, and
create and reach your (measurable) objectives. Not all questions or steps will be relevant;
they’re a guide to help you determine what works for your unique circumstances. 

Keep it simple

Culture is a complex topic, and communication must be clear, simple, and concise for your
busy audience to understand what’s asked of them, retain what you want them to know, and
adopt new behaviors. This playbook can help. 



WHY COMMUNICATE?

"...True leadership stems from individuality that is
honestly and sometimes imperfectly expressed.
Leaders should strive for authenticity over perfection."

— Sheryl Sandberg, Author 

The pandemic ushered in changes that are here to stay, from hybrid and remote work to
evolving employee expectations from their leaders and their jobs. 

The world of work is changing.

Communications drives change.
To continue to thrive, successful organizations must not just adapt, but lead in new and
different ways—leaders are expected to lead with empathy, be vulnerable and more
transparent, demonstrate self-awareness, and communicate regularly, even when they don’t
have all the answers. 

Even more, effective communication is essential to successful change initiatives;
communication sets the tone for change, articulates the vision, defines the process,
encourages engagement, and ultimately builds trust, creating psychological safety and
enabling greater productivity and innovation. Effective communication must include two-way
channels for employees to give feedback, ask questions, share ideas, and express concerns.

Organizations that don’t communicate risk greater employee burnout, higher turnover, and
lower productivity. Research shows that nearly 70% of all organizational change initiatives fail,
largely because change often takes more time and resources than expected and planned for.
With the right processes and resources—including communication—change can and does
happen. 

According to Gallup research, only 13% of employees strongly agree that
their organizational leadership communicates effectively.



When people feel like they truly belong,
they’re potentially 5x more effective

CULTURE DRIVES IMPACT
Why communicate about culture change?
Research shows that intentional culture building is essential to your success. Communicating
with your organization about these changes is paramount for depth of enrollment.

When information flows freely, employees feel 3x more
included, connected, and valued

Culture matters to the majority of urban workers

5X 40% Culture accounts for 40% of employee
experience

a good culture has side-effects like growth and a
sense of purpose and meaning
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90% of US workers believe
empathetic leadership leads to higher
job satisfaction and 79% agree it
decreases employee turnover 

90%
12%

20%

Happy employees are 12% more
productive

Happy employees outperform their
competition by 20%

48M The number of workers who left
their jobs by choice in 2021

Earnings growth may
increase by 28%

19% 28%
Operating income may
increase by 19% 

At least 40% of workers are
contemplating quitting their
jobs

40%

TOXIC CULTURE IS DRIVING THE GREAT RESIGNATION11M
Job openings

5M
More job openings
than unemployed
people 

With adequate information, they’re 3x less likely to feel
burned out

And 2x more likely to feel engaged at work

3X

3X

2X

HumaNext
Jacob Morgan
Ernest & Young
MSN
CNBC

MIT Sloan Management Review)
Limeade
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COMMUNICATION STANDARDS
For greater change effectiveness 

Standard communications practices for successful change management all have basic
strategic principles in common; while the details may differ by organization, the ‘rules’ remain
consistent. You’ll see these built into the plan. 

Share a compelling vision
Inspiring a shared vision adds purpose and meaning to everyday work, creating a cohesive
picture of an ideal future. It brings everyone along. 

Communicate often
Frequent communication enables recognition, recall, and action. Accommodate different
learning styles using different channels, methodology (audio, visual), and voices (leadership,
staff). Be intentional and know why you’re communicating. 

Lead with empathy
Accepting change comes to everyone at different times along the way; even early adopters
may view change as hard while embracing it. Empathy shows consideration for your audience. 

Use all channels
Use the right voice at the right time for each channel: Email, intranet, 1:1s, forums, stand-ups,
team meetings, leadership meetings.

Define the process, clarify expectations
Knowing what to expect, as well as what’s expected, create the conditions for acceptance and
adoption, and help assure psychological safety. Include a call to action so everyone feels
involved (if there isn’t a specific action, make one, e.g., “your voice counts; comment on x”).

Use storytelling; engage other voices
Stories are how we connect and make information memorable, relatable, and repeatable.



COMMUNICATION STANDARDS
For greater change effectiveness 

Be transparent and explain why 
Transparency builds trust; be honest and don’t be afraid to say, “I don’t know.” Some change
takes longer than expected with unanticipated hurdles. When the reason for change is well-
communicated, engagement and adoption are more likely, even when things don’t go as
planned. 

Provide feedback channels 
When people feel heard, they’re more apt to listen and act. Give them multiple options to
provide feedback, including anonymously, for questions, concerns, ideas, and general
comments.

Celebrate wins (and appropriate failures)
Acknowledging success increases engagement and motivates individuals and teams to keep
going, do better, and overall, improves productivity. Normalizing failure decreases negativity
and encourages innovation and risk-taking. 

Be grateful 
Acknowledge and thank your audience regularly. Acknowledgment must be authentic and
meaningful. 



CASE STUDY
Communications Plan Example

This sample document is designed to help you articulate your current experience and clearly
convey desired outcomes as you proceed through your discovery process; while it can be
adapted throughout the culture change process, this plan emphasizes the all-staff culture
survey. 

Note this is a composite and not based on a specific organization. Some of the content may be
relevant and can be copied for your own communications plan; some content may just
stimulate thought. 

"There is a huge difference between motivating and
inspiring; if you can inspire your employees through a
vision that has a higher purpose… then you can
actually accomplish so much more and you don’t
really need to worry about the motivation part.”
–Tony Hsieh, former Zappos CEO



XYZ company is embarking on a year-long journey to transition how we work, embracing a
workplace culture where everyone feels they belong and can do their best work. While the
initial work will unfold over one year, our journey is iterative—an ever-evolving and
fluctuating business environment demands greater agility and organizational resilience. 

Core to our strategic priorities, a thriving workplace culture isn’t a stand-alone focus area
but instead must be built into the fabric of our organization, permeating all systems and
practices, with a culture lens applied to everything we do.

Historically, XYZ has a solid reputation among key stakeholders—our staff, customers,
constituents, community—for our progressive employment practices, exceptional customer
experience, and market leadership. Competitive research shows we’re influential and
respected within our market. To date, our successes include an effective rollout of new
products, expanded partnerships, data sharing, and brand positioning. 

However, the world of work is changing, and we know we have room to improve so that our
workplace can thrive for years to come. Now, our focus is to build a more human-centric
workplace that’s better for all of us, not just some of us. Our mission and values remain
strong and continue to guide us, yet our vision looks different. We have an opportunity to
lead in new and different ways. 

A transformative culture change requires commitment throughout all levels of the
organization and the willingness to give it enough time to be effective. The process
includes deep research, listening, leadership development, staff engagement, and creating
and committing to thriving internal and external communities. 

Studies show solid rationale for equitable and inclusive workplaces; beyond improved
satisfaction and greater personal resilience, actionable efforts lead to greater productivity,
profitability, reduced turnover, and decreased burnout. Building on our practice of
continuous improvement and seeking wisdom from our staff, we will more actively track
and monitor our progress. 

CASE STUDY
Communications Plan Example

Situation
The executive summary describes the organization’s current and desired state.



Our people and customer base are changing—we are more varied in age, gender, race,
abilities, and so much more
Staff and customer expectations have evolved
Our business environment is changing faster than ever before
Our strong brand reputation has carried us; however, perception equals reality so we
must stay focused on experience

CASE STUDY
Communications Plan Example

Why culture change? Why now? 
While the statements below are generally true for all organizations, these are just examples

The examples below are a set of possibilities your organization may aspire to that can be measured
through customer and staff feedback, surveys, retention data, profit targets, and other methods.
Change, add, or replace these with your existing organizational goals and objectives (ideally, you’ll
have three to five). Because we know a healthy culture leads to increased profit/higher revenue and
increased productivity, innovation, and creativity, include those targets here.

Differentiate our organization with a thriving, dynamic, inclusive culture
Demonstrate continuous improvement
Deliver on inclusivity outcomes; staff at every level feel included
Drive decisions based on data
Embrace and celebrate innovation, ideas, and learning
Operationalize partnership and collaboration
Recognize and promote staff equitably; enable staff to lead where they land 
Embolden managers and staff to experiment, innovate, and take risks

Organizational goals and objectives: Our desired state 



While this work is iterative and will continue to evolve, consider the end result of this phase and what
you expect from your staff. The following are a set of possibilities but your discovery process will help
define your own (choose or develop three to five

Future state is clearly defined and understood by leaders and staff—including what’s
changing, expectations, and why this work matters (with emphasis on inclusion for
those historically excluded)
Leaders and staff have the tools and resources they need, and know their roles
Leaders and staff feel heard and speak up readily; we listen, empathize, and do the
right thing
All voices are reflected—staff at all levels, customers, communities—and leaders and
staff feel safe sharing feedback, ideas, concerns, and suggestions 
Cultural messaging is foundational with an intentional lens; content is clear, simple,
and inclusive 
Staff are supported to cultivate a growth mindset 

CASE STUDY
Communications Plan Example

Communications objectives: Staff know, feel, and do 

Communications guiding principles are foundational to communications implementation and are a key
strategy to successful change management. While all communications initiatives should adhere to
these guiding principles, you may have your own to add.

Show, don’t tell
Learn from everyone
Share wins, failures, challenges, obstacles
Keep what works, stop what doesn’t, try something new
Change happens when people feel heard
Ask “so what” and why anyone will care
When in doubt, lean towards transparency 
Acknowledge that culture change is iterative and fluid 

Communications guiding principles



Review the list below and include those that support your objectives, ideally choosing no more than
five strategies; your expected outcomes will determine tactics and timing. While guiding principles are
adhered to across organizations; strategies will differ by organization. 

Timing: Pre-launch; this information should be available prior to start; your discovery
process will largely give you the information you need
Who: Executive sponsor / HR / communications team
Channel: n/a 

Assess and synthesize the employee experience using all available information, e.g., the
culture diagnostic assessment, engagement surveys, other feedback mechanisms,
turnover/retention 

CASE STUDY
Communications Plan Example

Communications strategies: Influence and facilitate change 

Timing: Pre-launch 
Who: CEO, executive sponsor
Channel: Leadership meeting(s), email 

Engage leaders and prepare them with background information, expectations, talking
points, and messaging; get feedback for direction and support buy-in

Timing: Pre-launch 
Who: Executive sponsor
Channel: Email, personal outreach

Leverage business resource or affinity groups as early adopters to amplify messaging and
model change

Timing: Launch – kick-off messaging, all staff; host an event if possible 
 Who: CEO
 Channel: Email, in-person event (if possible)

Share the vision of a future that’s both achievable and enticing; repeat themes often,
building into all messaging where possible



CASE STUDY
Communications Plan Example

Timing: At and immediately after launch; weekly or bi-weekly updates 
Who: Executive sponsor
Channel: Email; all-hands if possible 

Inform staff about changes to come—including timing and expectations

Timing: At launch and throughout
Who: Leadership, all levels
Channel: Online or in-person forums, collaboration sites, listening sessions; if no
channels exist, create options that facilitate exchange

Engage staff in two-way conversation, online or in-person (where possible); report back

Timing: Consider weekly or bi-weekly stories; share throughout the process, include
key learnings and mistakes
Who: Communications
Channel: Leadership messages, intranet stories, online, and in meetings

Elevate and amplify other voices to inspire action and create safety through shared
experience

Timing/who/channel: All

Infuse, weave, and integrate desired culture language into all digital and in-person
communications —relatable, inclusive, concordant, and respectful 

Timing/who/channel: All

Address barriers and challenges, and bridge gaps in understanding or awareness as
detected through surveys and other channels



Measurement must track back to organizational and communication objectives. Track progress using a
communications scorecard to easily assess progress, delays, and obstacles.

Engagement survey and/or pulse surveys (or other feedback mechanism) will
benchmark and measure: 

Speak-up (staff feel heard; multiple feedback channels), transparency, and
psychological safety scores
Improvement data
Understanding of key messages

Leadership and staff representation; recruitment and attrition data
Voluntary enrollment in (trainings) increase by x amount
Readership and engagement—online, in meetings, and other sources—will increase by  
X percent

CASE STUDY
Communications Plan Example

Success measures

On the following page, you'll find an example of a Communications Scorecard, that
measures four success metrics (see these on the left hand side) for three different groups of
people (see this on the top row). 

To use the scorecard, you'll enter the measures you want to pay attention to on the left,
and change the audiences as necessary. 

Use the key on the following pages to insert appropriate scores, or design your own key to
score success. 

Communications Scorecard



 Leaders Staff Organization

Future state is
clearly understood  /5  /5  /5

Tools and resources
are available  /5  /5  /5

All voices are
reflected  /5  /5  /5

Cultural messaging
is foundational  /5  /5  /5

Communications Scorecard

CASE STUDY
Communications Plan Example

1 = Not at all (understood, available, reflected, foundational)

2 = Somewhat (understood, available, reflected, foundational)

3 = Adequately (understood, available, reflected, foundational)

4 = Very (understood, available, reflected, foundational)

5 = Exceptionally (understood, available, reflected, foundational)

Key

If you prefer to complete this scorecard in spreadsheet format, you can click here for an example.

https://bit.ly/3fG5Irx


The barriers and challenges below are common among organizations, but you may have your own.
Communications can drive or influence change by creating safe mechanisms to express concerns,
share stories and information, and give examples of successes and learning from experience or failure.

Resistant to change and risk-averse
Status quo (“it did/didn’t work(ed) before, it’ll work/not work again” or “we’ve always
done it this way”)
Outdated systems, practices, policies, protocols, beliefs
Lack of transparency, collaboration, knowledge sharing 
Fear of making mistakes; gaps between words and actions
Unconscious bias, unintentional microaggressions
Unfair evaluation, rewards, and recognition programs
Unskilled leaders, people managers; inadequate training
Lack of leadership commitment and/or corporate sponsorship

CASE STUDY
Communications Plan Example

Barriers and challenges

Organizations typically have at least some dependencies that influence / impact outcomes. Identify
these in advance.

Success depends in part on execution of the communications playbook; the playbook
is designed to be both a learning tool and workbook, with sample documents and
worksheets to guide the process
Leadership engagement: Leaders are responsible for ensuring their teams (where
necessary) participate; leadership feedback and participation is also essential
Management and staff buy-in: Participation is largely determined by creating a vision
and ensuring all who want to share their concerns or experience have a way to be
heard
Budget considerations: These include any tools, software, hardware, or training
needed that aren’t already available to execute on the plan

Dependencies



Themes will be determined based on your stated objectives; those below are samples.

We are one company, working toward a shared vision. 
We value each other and what we each bring to our workplace and our experience. 
We speak up and share feedback, ideas, concerns, and ask questions.
We are better together. Creating inclusion and belonging ensure work is better for
everyone.  
Our future holds exceptional promise, and it’s up to all of us to do our part. Leadership
is fully on board to support you, provide resources, and guide you when you need it. 

CASE STUDY
Communications Plan Example

Key messages (themes); develop stories based on

All companies have internal audiences that vary by level or business unit. Know your audience.

Executive leadership
Mid-level leaders and managers
Specialty staff
All staff 
External if relevant (e.g., community, constituents, stakeholders, partners…)

Audience(s)



Example:
Executive Nay-

Sayer
(Charlene)

Low High

None - mainly
lack of

understanding
around the

impact to the
business and
feels we have

too many
priorities
already

Profits, team
effectiveness,

and
productivity of

the team

Meeting growth
goals for the

year

Productivity of
the team is

important and
she’s especially

passionate
about hiring “A+
Talent” for the

growing
business. 

Business case:
Insert stats on
connection to

employer brand
and connection
to what we’re

losing in
productivity to

cultural factors.

Example:
Change

Ambassador
(Francesca)  

High High

Very interested,
but lacks

resourcing,
strategy, and

structure. Eager
to help!

People, team
effectiveness,
productivity,
and ensuring

we are treating
our employees

right so they
can treat our

customers
right. 

Team member
burn out, “The

Great
Resignation”,

lack of
commitment of

people
programs from

some of her
peers. 

Many of our
goals are

aligned (yay!),
so this will be

easy.

Utilize
Francesca in
our upcoming

video
campaign.

Have her share
her personal

journey.
Interview her

for
understanding

how she is role-
modeling and

activating
positive culture

in her team. 

All companies have internal audiences that vary by level or business unit. Know your audience. If you
prefer to complete this scorecard in spreadsheet format, you can click here for an example.

Executive leadership
Mid-level leaders and managers
Specialty staff
All staff 
External if relevant (e.g., community, constituents, stakeholders, partners…)

CASE STUDY
Communications Plan Example

Audience Personas

Persona Commitment Influence Current interest Goals Frustrations Common goals
Engagement 

strategy

https://bit.ly/3fG5Irx


List all current communication channels; also identify desired channels you don’t yet have.

Intranet
Email
Meetings / forums / events
Collateral 
Digital (other)

CASE STUDY
Communications Plan Example

Channels

Potential opportunities include manager training and leadership coaching
Software, channels, materials, resources that aren’t currently available 

Communications opportunities outside of this plan

Establish dates based on work flow; create an at-a-glance table, spreadsheet, or database with
deliverables, accountabilities, and execution details. The timeline below is representative of a survey
rollout kicking off the culture process (in this case, an early step in the discovery process). Assumption:
The all-staff survey is based on a three-week open period. The timeline does not include all
components of the communications process.

Content: Story cadence, subject expert, boilerplate paragraphs 
Connect: Kick-off messaging, pre-event adoption and engagement, roundtables, lunch
& learns 
Measurement/check-ins: Pulse surveys, team meetings, leadership meetings, feedback
forms
Development: Required and optional training 
Report: Share findings and status at key intervals

Tactics / timeline



Events
Roundtables or Lunch & Learns 
Leadership meetings
All-staff meetings
Department meetings
Ongoing background work, pulse surveys, meetings updates, trainings

If included, add: 

CASE STUDY
Communications Plan Example

Message:
Introduce
change
initiative

Leaders,
early

adopters
CEO 

Communicati
ons partner

(CEO/
executive
sponsor)

Leadership
meeting /

email follow
up

Meeting date:
9/1/22Draft
email by:

9/2/22

Email sent on:
9/5/22

  

Message:
Kick-off 

All staff CEO

Communicati
ons partner

(CEO/
executive
sponsor)

Email
Draft by:
9/2/22

Sent on:
9/12/22

  

Story:
Culture: It’s
more than
how we do
things, it’s

everything!

All staff
CEO/

executive
sponsor

Communicati
ons partner
(executive
sponsor)

Intranet
Draft

approved by
9/2/22

Post date:
9/12/22

  

Message /
talking points

Managers
Executive
sponsor

Communicati
ons partner
(executive
sponsor)

Email
Draft by:
9/5/22

Send by:
9/12/22

  

E-news /
Yammer post

/ Flyer
All staff  

Communicati
ons partner

See
deliverable

Adapt
approved
content

9/12/22   

Deliverable Audience Author/Voice Approver Channel Due Date Publish Date Status Notes

If you prefer to complete this scorecard in spreadsheet format, you can click here for an example.

https://bit.ly/3fG5Irx


The template below includes questions and statements to guide your process. Include as much detail
as possible in the text box provided or in a separate document. Use your discovery process and the
sample case study provided earlier in the playbook to guide your answers. 

YOUR COMMUNICATIONS PLAN
Get started

Identify current state: purpose statement, strengths, general mindset, corporate behaviors, and
vision (potentially old and new). 
Define and summarize status of organizational goals and strategy. 
State the required change, why it’s needed and why now, relevant organizational truths / values,
steps or initiatives tried or in process, research findings, ideal outcome (narrative). 

Summary / Situation

Describe your ideal future state; who do you aspire to be? 
What targets have you set? 

Business Goals



YOUR COMMUNICATIONS PLAN
Get started

Highlight existing long- and short-term strategic objectives, including already established
objectives
Add desired results of your change initiative: what will be different within your organization when
you conclude this process, e.g., retention, behavior, engagement? What have you learned through
your discovery process that must change? If available, include data that supports the work. 

Business objectives 

What level of staff engagement is your ideal? Describe expectations when staff are informed, feel
heard, and are more engaged. What do they know, and what are they doing and/or feeling? What
changed? Create statements that you can measure through surveys or other channels. 

Communications Objectives



YOUR COMMUNICATIONS PLAN
Get started

What will guide your communications, e.g., transparency, willingness to learn and do differently, show
don’t tell; we learn from others; stories are how we learn and grow. Guiding principles are typically
common throughout communications and not unique to organizations. 

Communications Guiding Principles 

These are your roadmap to your desired state: How will you reach your objectives? What must
happen to create the change? What gaps could hinder progress that communications can address?
What feedback channels will support the process and give you the information you need? 
Consider the following action words (suggestions only; not limited to these): Educate, inform,
integrate, engage, develop, expand, inspire, ensure, leverage, empower, celebrate

Communications strategies



YOUR COMMUNICATIONS PLAN
Get started

How will you know you’re successful? Based on your outlined business and communications
objectives, take incremental measurements—pulse surveys, focus groups, feedback from a
communications group specific for this initiative, e.g., communications advisory group or council

Measuring Success

What could have a potentially negative impact on outcomes, or slow the process? 

Common barriers: feedback, assumptions, and inference

Consider the following: Budget, leadership support, departmental support, new tools, programs,
software, hardware, others as determined

Dependencies



YOUR COMMUNICATIONS PLAN
Get started

What words and themes resonate with your audiences? 
What key messages must be repeated to drive your outcomes? 
How will you reinforce messages? Are there rewards available? 
What repeatable ‘boilerplate’ messages can be used in multiple ways? 

Key messages (themes)

Identify the audiences impacted by change and what degree each audience will be impacted
Every organization has numerous audiences, typically by function; for example, executive leaders,
front-line staff, mid-level managers, union staff, call center staff, clinical staff, retail staff, etc. 
Each audience has a different level of engagement and different expectations; be clear on what
these are

Audience(s)
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YOUR COMMUNICATIONS PLAN
Get started

List all current communication channels

Channels

What other opportunities exist, e.g., manager training, leadership coaching, new feedback channels,
focus groups, new surveys, small group engagement; what support materials / resources are needed
that aren’t currently available?

Communications opportunities outside of this plan

What steps must be taken to execute the strategies outlined above? Create a list, then develop a
table, spreadsheet, or database for quick review and tracking 
Consider: major messages, events / forums / town halls, meetings, key observance dates, podcast /
videos, roundtables—based on your audience preferences (not all channels work for all audiences)
Whose voice will best carry the message; use multiple voices
Leverage and repurpose messages where possible; repetition, and multiple channels, voices, and
message variation/story angles support change

Tactics / timeline
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YOUR COMMUNICATIONS PLAN
Get started

Complete your scorecard

Measure Success

    

  /5  /5  /5

  /5  /5  /5

  /5  /5  /5

  /5  /5  /5

1 = Not at all (understood, available, reflected, foundational)

2 = Somewhat (understood, available, reflected, foundational)

3 = Adequately (understood, available, reflected, foundational)

4 = Very (understood, available, reflected, foundational)

5 = Exceptionally (understood, available, reflected, foundational)

Key



MESSAGING TEMPLATES
Sample Content
The following sample messages focus on the initial launch of the culture assessment, with special
emphasis on the all-staff survey. Conversations between leadership levels should already be
underway before messages are shared in meetings or sent by email. 

Subj line: Culture assessment: We’d like your help
From: Initiative sponsor
Timing: Pre-launch—one week prior 
 
Dear colleagues, 

Next week, your leadership team will launch a culture assessment to understand our workplace
climate and determine what’s working, identify gaps, and create a change management plan to
build on our foundation and lead us into a better future. The assessment takes a deep look at
our culture, which includes an all-staff survey, 1:1 meetings, focus groups, a full review of our
current and future landscape and business environment, and communications support. 
 
With so much uncertainty within our industry and work overall, our culture is too important to
leave to chance. It’s up to all of us to create the environment in which we want to work, and
you, as an internal ‘influencer’, have an opportunity to help those around you embrace and
adapt to change by leading the way. 
 
This assessment has the full support of the leadership team, and we ask that you please
engage with your colleagues about culture, change, and our vision for the future. 
 
((Suggested)) We’re arranging a short briefing for you with our culture change consultant,
Angela Howard, to give you an overview of what to expect, how to talk about it with your
colleagues, and what we hope to achieve. 
 
Thank you for all you do for our organization, and for always believing in us. 
 
((personal sign off))

Audience: Key influencer message
(Affinity and resource groups, “culture ambassadors”) 
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Subj line: Culture assessment: Fully commit
From: CEO
Date: Pre-launch
 
Dear colleagues, 
 
As you know, we’ve entered into a year-long agreement with Angela R. Howard Consulting to
guide us through a culture assessment. While our culture is currently sound, the future is
uncertain and we must be ready. 
 
Please give her team the support she needs—be available to answer questions, share
information, provide access to your teams, and give feedback on request. I also ask that you
engage your leadership teams to ensure they’re on board and willing to do what it takes to
move the project forward. Your complete commitment is essential to our success. 
 
While 1:1 meetings, focus groups, and other components will touch just some of you, the all-staff
survey will launch next week. The survey is comprehensive and is an opportunity for your
teams to provide honest feedback anonymously. Their voices matter to us; we wouldn’t be in
business without them. Please encourage them to complete it. 
 
We’re better together. Thank you for all you do to keep us moving in the right direction. 
 
(Signature)

Audience: Executive leadership team
(Ideally conversations have happened in advance)
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Subj line: Culture assessment: Tell us what matters
From: CEO
Timing: Prior to survey launch

Dear colleagues, 

Our workplace culture is paramount to our ongoing success, and you—who you are and what you bring to
our workplace—are core to our culture. Without you, we wouldn’t be in business. 

That’s why I’m asking you to participate in a culture assessment that starts with a survey on ((date)). 

While our organization is built on a strong foundation, how we work and the broader environment we work
within is changing. Your expectations are evolving, and we must ensure we meet you where you are, not
as you were, or how we’d like you to be. 

The survey will take up to 60-minutes to complete. Some of you will be asked to participate in at least one
30-minute follow-up 1:1 meeting. This is an opportunity to speak up and share your experience and I ask
that you be candid, honest, and forthright. The survey is anonymous and the responses will be
aggregated. 

The process is conducted by an outside third-party, Angela R. Howard Consulting, an expert in
organizational psychology and culture and change management. She and her team will implement the
survey, review and analyze results, and present overall findings. While the survey will stay open for a
three-week period, the process overall will take place over the next year. ARH will help us develop a plan
to go forward based on what we learn as we move through the process.

Watch for a message from your ((HR team/ executive sponsor)) with a link to the survey. 

I invite your questions and concerns at any time. Please feel free to reach out to me, your manager or our
HR resource team by email or on Teams/Slack. 

I know how busy you are and that this is yet another item for your to-do list. Please know I’m grateful to all
of you for everything you do. Here’s to an even brighter future. 

Thank you. 

(CEO Signature)

Audience: All staff
(Kick-off / introduction of culture diagnostic assessment)
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We’re grateful for your continued contributions, and want to ensure this is where you’ll want to work
for years to come.
We want to encourage you and give you the tools and resources you need to do your best work, and
ensure you’re continually growing and developing.
This requires that we have a strong culture and we’re looking ahead to a future we want to be part of.
We ask that you take time to participate in an upcoming culture assessment—an all-staff survey and
for some of you, one-on-one meetings with a consultant, an objective third-party.
Any and all feedback you share will be confidential, with responses aggregated in a final report.
Thanks again for all you do. If you have questions or concerns, please reach out to me via email or
instant message. 

Subj line: Culture assessment: Your voice counts, tell us what matters 
From: Leadership to mid-level managers
Timing: Day after CEO message

Dear colleagues,

Our culture is what defines our workplace, and it’s never been more important than it is right now. We have
a strong workforce, but no workplace is impervious to the changes in our environment. 

It’s with that in mind that we’re undertaking a culture assessment, and we ask you to encourage your
teams to take the time required to complete an all-staff survey, and if asked, participate in one-on-one
meetings with our consultant, Angela R. Howard. Angela is an expert in organizational psychology and
culture change, and will provide us with an actionable report we can build upon. The survey will launch on
((date)), take about 60 minutes to complete, and is completely confidential. 

To support your conversations, we suggest the following talking points:  

 
Thank you for your continued effort and commitment. We ask that you, too, be candid in your responses.
Ensuring we’re all doing the right work in the right way in a supportive environment is important to our
continued success. We’re better together and it takes all of us to create one XYZ Company. 
 
(signature)

Audience: Managers from leadership
(leader direct reports) 
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Talking points: Use the points listed in the email above 
Executive summary: Adapt the ‘situation’ segment from your communications plan
PowerPoint presentation: Use for your team meetings (to come)

Audience: Managers
Manager toolkit: Use the list below to create your manager toolkit

Headline: Culture: It’s more than how we do things, it’s everything!
Subhead: Take our culture survey ((dates))—your voice matters

You experience it every day. It defines how you feel when you start your workday, when you engage with
your colleagues, take part in work meetings, or talk with your manager. But how would you describe our
company culture? 

Culture was once described as, “it’s how we do things around here” – those unspoken ‘rules’ about how to
get work done, how we interact professionally, and even what projects get done. But the ‘rules’ still aren’t
easy to put into words. And it’s more than that—it’s our mission, along with our collective beliefs, core
values, and how we experience our similarities and differences. 

We’re evolving; help us get it right
Just we expect you to grow and evolve, our business continues to grow and evolve, and that means a
dynamic culture that changes over time. That’s why we’re undertaking a culture assessment, and we’re
asking you to participate. The assessment kicks off with an all-staff survey, which will be open for three
weeks starting on Monday. We ask that you take the time to complete it, and please be candid (it’s
completely anonymous)

The assessment will help us see where we get it right and where we have opportunities for change. Your
feedback is critical to understanding where we are now and what we must do to create a future that works
for all of us, not just some of us. 

Audience: All staff
Intranet story
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How it works
The culture assessment will be administered by Angela R. Howard Consulting, experts in organizational
psychology and culture change. The all-staff survey will take you approximately 60 minutes to complete—
and everyone has permission to do this on company time. The survey is confidential with all responses
aggregated. Findings will be shared with you, and as we built our roadmap based on everything we learn
throughout this process, we’ll ask for your support. Together, we’ll create the vision we want to be part of. 

Why it matters
An organization is only as good as its culture, and in today’s workplace climate, it’s more important than
ever. Culture is what sets us apart from companies that do similar work—it’s our competitive edge, but it’s
more than that. Our intention is to be the place you choose to be, and not just for a paycheck. We hope
that by doing this culture assessment, it affirms our commitment to you, and how we contribute to our
greater good—because t’s the right thing to do. 

Please post your comments and questions in the feedback section below.

Heading: Culture Assessment: Share your experience

Culture is everything! To ensure we have a dynamic yet sustainable culture that works for all of us, and
supports our continued evolution, we’re launching a culture assessment. 
 
We ask that all of you participate and take time to complete a 60-minute survey, and if asked, a one-on-
one meeting with our consultant, or be part of a focus group. The survey will launch next week and will be
open for three weeks, closing on ((date)). 
 
Your voice will help us create our future, so we ask that you be candid. All responses are confidential with
findings aggregated in a final report. You can read more here ((link to intranet story)), and check your
email for a message from ((executives sponsor or consultant)). The survey closes on ((date)). 
 
Post your comments or questions below. ((Incentive messaging if included.))

Audience: All staff
Adapt for each: E-news story, internal social media (e.g., Yammer); link to intranet story
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What: Culture Assessment: All-staff survey
When: ((launch date))
Why: Your voice matters
Where: Coming to your inbox
 
Together, we’re creating our future. Share your experience, tell us your thoughts, give us ideas, and don’t
hold back. It’s 100% anonymous. We’re better together. Be the change. 

Audience: All staff on location
Flyer (designed) / Huddle Card (This could be an infographic, or an 8.5 x 11 one-sheet with basic details)

Subj line: Reminder: Take our culture assessment survey before (date)
From: HR / Culture team leadership (executive sponsors)
Timing: Mid-way through all-staff survey

Dear colleagues, 

First, thank you to all of you who have already taken the time to complete the culture survey you received
on (launch date). For those who haven’t yet made the time, we encourage you to please do so as soon as
possible. The survey is anonymous and confidential, and responses will be aggregated. 

Every voice matters as the world of work evolves around us. By participating in this survey, you help
ensure that the culture we’re creating works for all of us, taking us into a future we all want to be part of.

Please take the time to complete the survey (link here). The survey closes on (date). 

((signature – executive sponsor))

Audience: All staff
Reminder email message: All staff
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Subj line: Culture survey: Thank you and next steps
From: CEO / Initiative sponsor
Timing: Within 1 week from survey close date

Dear colleagues, 

It’s with deep gratitude we extend our thanks to all of you for taking the time to complete our recent
culture survey. This work comes at a critical time—with so many changes taking place in our industry, we
can’t take anything for granted. 

The first step—the survey—is now complete, with (x number) of you participating. Next, some of you will
take part in one-on-one meetings or focus groups. When all the data has been gathered, Angela R.
Howard Consulting will review, assess, and report the confidential, aggregated findings. From there, our
(culture team) will work with (her/them) to develop a roadmap based on what we learned—what’s most
important to you, what’s missing, and where we need to go from here. 

As the roadmap comes together, you’ll have more opportunity to provide input. We ask that you again
make time and continue to be candid. We can’t move forward without you. 

Again, we’re so grateful to each of you for contributing to this process, and appreciate your willingness to
be forthright. While we have a solid foundation from which to build, we have an even greater vision for our
future, and we’ll get there together. 

With gratitude, 
((CEO signature and team))

Audience: All staff 
Thank you email: Acknowledge participation and next steps
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Point 1
Point 2
Point 3

Subj line: Culture survey: What we learned
From: Initiative sponsor
Timing: TBD based on report availability

Dear colleagues, 

Just as the environment around us continues to change and evolve, so does our business. To achieve our
vision and ensure we’re tracking toward the future we want to create, our recent culture survey provided
key insights and the foundation of a roadmap to get there. 

Thanks to all of you who participated and made this effort a huge success. Our vision is becoming more
clear—where we’re headed and how we’ll get there—we’ll continue to refine our vision as we continue the
process. Meanwhile, we’re already directing resources (describe if possible) to support, improve, and
enhance these areas. 

We’re proud of what we’re accomplishing together and the changes we’re already seeing as we transform
our culture through your engagement, curiosity, and adoption of new practices. 

You can see the high-level findings here (linked / attached). A few highlights we want to call your attention
to (list 3 – 5 key findings, e.g., key learnings, what’s working, biggest opportunities, new behaviors, what
you committed to, important feedback):

 
Thank you again for your participation. We’ll continue to keep you updated. 

NOTE: Adapt the message above for managers: 
We ask that you please spend time with your teams talking about the key findings and know what matters
to them. If you need additional resources, please reach out to your (HR/DE&I/leadership) team. A more
detailed plan is available on request. 

Thank you,
(Executive sponsor) 

Audience: Leaders (in-depth), Managers, All Staff (high-level
themes)
Reporting process: follow-up messaging

Note: This message reports back on the survey, but because the initiative will take a year, report back at
key intervals determined by the process. Findings should be first reviewed with leadership levels, who
should also then review with their management teams. This message follows that first-person connection.
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First (leadership?)
Second (tools / resources?)
Third (rewards / recognition?)

(Explain; Angela R Howard Consulting to provide support)

Subj line: Culture assessment: Action planning to create our future
From: CEO / Initiative sponsor
Timing: Following final report 

Dear colleagues,
 
Our recent culture survey gave us a lot of information and highlighted opportunities for growth and
change. Again, to those who responded, thank you. Your feedback ensures we can make progress and
create a future we all want to be part of. 
 
The themes we heard included (list 3). Because we know it’s on all of us to create our culture, here’s what
your leadership team is doing. 

List: 

 
Improvement Planning
We’re also launching an improvement planning process that you can participate in as a team. We ask that
you choose your action item(s) based on the key findings, and report back through your management
team. Here’s how:  

 
This work is designed to (address issues) and create opportunities so we can all be more successful. 
 
No matter where we work in our organization, we are all leaders. It’s up to all of us to drive change to
ensure we all have meaning and purpose in our work.
 
Thank you for all you do.

(signature)

Audience: Managers
Action planning email message
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Blog or vlog vs. traditional newsletter or e-news (if blog posts are an option):

A blog is an opportunity for a single voice to express an opinion, share an experience, or otherwise
engage with an audience to inform, influence, or support. Leadership blogs—executives, board members,
or influencers—offer more visibility for their work and priorities as well as create greater connection to
stakeholders, constituents, or employees. Blogs can be shared in traditional and non-traditional means,
e.g., existing newsletters, internal or external social sharing sites, or other existing channels. 

Rationale: Blogs and vlogs are a two-way channel, where readers or viewers can like or comment. A blog
is an opportunity to humanize executive leadership in a way that other channels can’t.

Message, voice, tone: Whether written or on video, the tone is personal, friendly, engaging, which conveys
trust. Note of caution: authenticity is essential; your readers or viewers will know the difference. 

Messages: Blog posts should be timely, relevant, and impactful, but don’t have to be “fully baked” ideas
or projects. Sharing what’s in the works, or asking for input, should also be considered. 

Timing: While there are no rules around blog timing, consistency is important. Consider weekly, or every
other Monday, or in some way manage expectations for your audience. 

Recommendation: Launch a blog that can include multiple voices—leaders, influencers, administrative
staff—who are willing to share their experiences at work. 

Audience: All staff
Leaders or influencers who choose to write or record a message should be encouraged to do so if channels allow
for content sharing. Here’s why to consider a blog or a vlog. 



Effectively communicating culture change in the
workplace isn’t just a competitive advantage; managing

expectations with thorough, relevant, timely, and
authentic communication eliminates confusion, quiets

rumors, and reduces stress for your employees. 
 

You can rarely over-communicate during times of change
and well after it. Providing the framework for change,
which includes channels for your employees to ask

questions and be heard, creates a foundation from which
a change initiative can be successful. From there,

anything is possible - one interaction at a time.

CONCLUSION

— Marian Wright Edelman

"We must not, in trying to think about how we can
make a big difference, ignore the small daily

differences we can make which, over time, add up to
big differences that we often cannot foresee." - 


